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Classification of simple knots by Levine pairings

by Sadayoshi Kojima

§1. Introduction

An n-knot will be a smooth orientée! submanifold X of Sn+2, where X is

homeomorphic to Sn. By thè Alexander duality theorem, the complément X
Sn+2 — K is a homology circle. Abelianization defines an epimorphism e : tt^X) —>

Z, and the covering space X—»X associated to KerecTr^X) is the universal
abelian covering of X. The group of covering translations of X is infinité cyclic,
generated by t, and this defines a unique module structure on Hq(X:Z) over the

ring A Z[f, f"1]. We will use the notation A^ =HQ(X) and refer to it as the q-th
Alexander module of X.

An n-knot X is simple if X is [(n - l)/2]-connected. In this paper, we shall

study a classification of some simple knots. If n 2q — 1, there is a linking form
(,): A^ x Aq—Q(A)/A satisfying the (-l)q+1-Hermitian property, where Q(A) is

the quotient field of A. Moreover the isotopy class of the knot X is completely
determined by (A,, when X is simple, [XI], [L2], [T]. In case n=2q,
J. Levine has defined a more obscure linking form [,] on the Z-torsion submodule
Tq of Aq with values in Q/Z, satisfying the (— l)q+1-symmetric property. A simple
2q-knot X is odd-finite if 7rq(X) is 2-torsion free and finite. The main resuit is

THEOREM 1. If Xo, X! are odd finite simple 2q-knots with isometric Levine
pairings and q^4, then Xo is isotopic to Kt.

Remark 1. A conséquence of [fî&L] is that a simple 2q-knot is fibered if and

only if 7rq(X) is finitely generated. In particular, any finite simple knot is fibered.

Remark 2. Some results are known about the classification of even-
dimensional simple knots, [X2], [Xo]. They say that the isotopy class of a knot is

in gênerai not determined by the pairing structure on the Alexander module if
7rQ(X) is infinité.

In §4, we shall state some geometrical properties of knots in case that irq(X) is

finitely generated and 2-torsion free. Classification in Theorem 2 is established by
summing up Theorem 1 and [Xo].
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The author would like to express his hearty thanks to Professor J. Levine for
introducing him to this problem with a letter. He also would like to thank
Professor M. Kato and Professor C. Kearton for many useful comments.

§2. Levine pairings

We recall the définition of the Levine pairing, [L3], [L4], The duality theorem
of [M] implies the isomorphism of right A-modules:

Hq(X)-Hr2"q(x,ax) (1)

where Hq(X) dénotes the right A-module defined from the original left A-
structure by the usual means. Hf(X, dX) is the homology of the cochain complex
HomA (C%(X, dX), A). Then there is an exact séquence for 0<q <n:

0 -* ExtA (An_q, A) -» Âq -> ExtA (An+1_q, A) -* 0. (2)

This follows from the isomorphism (1), the trivial nature of dX, the universal
coefficient spectral séquence, the homological dimension of A, and the fact that
Aq is a A-torsion module. For an Alexander module A,, Ext^(Al? A) is a
Z-torsion module and dépends only on Tl9 while ExtA (A, A) is Z-torsion free and
dépends only on AJTt ; therefore

fq~ExtA(Tn_q,A) for 0<q<n. (3)

Now for any finite A-module T, there is a canonical isomorphism of A-modules:

ExtA (ZA)~ Homz (T, Q/Z). (4)

In fact Tn_q is finite, so that one dérives the Levine pairing by combining the
isomorphism (3), (4):

[,]:TqxTn_q—Q/Z.

In case n 2q, it satisfies the following four properties:

a) Z-linear: [ma, 0] [a, m/3] m[a, 0] for m e Z a, 0 g Tq

b) conjugate self-adjoint: [Aa, |3] [a, À/3] for A 6 A
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c) non-singular: the adjoint to [,] is bijective as a homomorphism: Tq —>

Homz(Tq,Q/Z)
d) (-l)q+1-symmetric: [a, /3] (-l)q+1[fta].

Remark 3. This is an almost complète algebraic characterization of the Levine
pairing. In fact, for any pairing [,] on Tq satisfying a), b), c) and d), there exists a

2q-knot with the Levine pairing [,] provided q^2, [L3], [L4].

We shall now give an alternative description of Levine pairings by making use
of the T-Seifert form defined by M. A. Gutiérrez.

A Seifert manifold V of a 2q-knot K is a smooth oriented submanifold of
S2"1*2 which is bounded by K. Writing t for the torsion subgroup, we define the
t-intersection pairing (classically called the linking number) I:tHq(V) ®
TJFJq(V)-^Q/Z and the T-linking pairing L : rHq(V) ® tHq(S2q+2- V)-*Q/Z as

follows. Let a e THq( V) hâve order d. Represent a by a q-chain £ and let £ be a

(q 4- l)-chain such that d£ d • £ Then if 0 e THq( V) is represented by a q-chain
tj9 we hâve I(a, |3) Int(£, r\)ld (mod 1), where Int(,) is the usual intersection
number in V. And if 7 g rHq(S2q+2 — V) is represented by a q-chain /ut with dp jul

for some (q + l)-chain p in S2q+2, we hâve L(a, Y) Int(£, p)/d (mod 1), where
Int is now the intersection number in S2*1*2. Then the r-Seifert form of V

is defined by letting 0(a ® P) be the T-linking number L(a, P+) where j3+ is the
translate in the positive normal direction off V of the cycle p.

A finite abelian group G splits as the direct sum of its Sylow subgroups. Since
thèse are clearly orthogonal with respect to any form on G, the whole problem
splits also geometrically. This refers to arguments given later in the paper. Now,
we assume that rH^iV) is a p-group throughout this paper. Let {at}^=1 be a basis

of rHqiV) having order px with elementary divisor Pi |p2| * IPk and {ftLi^
rHqiS^^-V) be the Alexander dual basis of {aj. The embeddings k, t: V-*
S2q+2-V are defined by ±e-pushes. Then, for the maps k*, i*:THq(V)-*
rHq(S2<i*2 — V) induced by k, t, we shall give the matrix présentations:

**<*, Z mu ft / 1, 2,..., k
1=1

k

<<*«, X mûft J 1,2,..., k.
1=1

Indeed, the matrices M± (m^) are not uniquely determined as intégral entries,
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but are uniquely determined modulo A, where A=P •/,

359

Pi

P2

\

\ 7

and /
1,

1, 1

And if M0 (p, • 0(at ® a,)), then M+ Me (mod â) and M_ MJ (mod 4) where

M^P-'Me- P~\ The resuit of [G] is

PROPOSITION 1 (M. A. Gutiérrez). A présentation matrix of Tq is given by
(t • M0 +(—l)q+1Me, P). More precisely, there is an exact séquence

A 0

sucfa f/iaf a matrix présentation of d with respect to suitable bases is given by the

above.

In gênerai, the r-Seifert form of V may be singular. But in our case, if V is

minimal, its Seifert form will be non-singular. Indeed, recall that a Seifert
manifold is minimal if k*, tH::Hl(V)-^Hl(S2q+2—V) are injective for ail i. The
following is then implicit in [Ll];

PROPOSITION 2 (J. Levine). Let Kbea simple n-knot and n >4. Then there

exists a minimal Seifert manifold for K. Moreover, we can choose it as being simply
connected.

Let now K be a finite simple 2q-knot and let V be a minimal Seifert manifold
for K. Then Hq(V) is finite, otherwise Hq(V) would not be. As Hq(S2q+2- V) is

abstractly isomorphic to Hq(V) and as k* and i* are injective, they are necessarily
isomorphisms. This implies immediately that the r-Seifert form is non-singular.

Therefore there is an inverse isomorphism kï1. Hq(S2q+2-V)-^Hq(V). Let
Më1 be the représentation matrix of k^1 with respect to bases {ft} and {aj, then
Me • Mq1 Mq1 - Me ==E (mod A) where E is the identity matrix. The square
matrix Iv (/(a,, a,)) with entries in Q/Z is the T-intersection matrix. By Proposition

1, an élément of Tq can be represented by a column vector of ©k A. The
quotient form [,]0 on Tq determined by 6 with values in Q/Z is defined by letting

[a, |3]e the constant term of *û • Ûe • v (mod 1)
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where u and v are représentatives of a and |3. Hère Û0 is the square matrix with
entries in Q/Z [[f, f"1]] defined as follows: let Ue be the Q/Z-matrix Ue

'Mflv- M?, where M? (M&)"1 and Ae be the Z-matrix Ae (-l)qM£ • Mê1
(mod 4). Then Ûe £?._ tn • CAe)n • Ue.

We recall the formula [G]:

0(a®P) + (-ir+16(P®a)=-I(a,P) (mod 1).

So that M0+(-l)q+1Mj -P • Iv (mod 4). This implies that the quotient form
[,]e is well defined and satisfies the four properties a), b), c) and d). And because

of Levine's observation, it coincides with the Levine pairing [,] of K (see[L3],
Proposition 7.1).

Remark 4. The above computation method of the Levine pairing is essentially
due to the minimality of a Seifert manifold. And the simplicity of the knot, the
existence of a fibration and the finiteness of 7rq(X) are inessential.

§3. Proof of Theorem 1

From now on, we shall prove Theorem 1 in three steps. The first is devoted to
show that an isometry of Levine pairings induces an isometry of r-Seifert forms.
And in the next step, we construct an isotopy between Seifert manifolds when q is

odd. The case q even is studied in the last.

3.1. Now, let Ko and Kx be odd finite simple 2q-knots with isometric Levine
pairings. V and W are minimal, simply connected Seifert manifolds of Ko and Kl9
and 0, 7] are their T-Seifert forms.

LEMMA 1. If the quotient form [,]0 is isometric to [,]^, then 6 is isometric to 7].

Proof. Let Tq and Tq be q-th Alexander modules of Ko and Kx. Then by
assumption, there is a A-isomorphism fiT^-^T^ such that [a, j3]e [/(a), /O)]^
for each a, p e Tq. For some bases {aj, {a(\ of Tq, Tq, / is of the form
/(a,) 20,^,'. Since it can be regarded as a group isomorphism: Hq(V) -> Hq(W),
{/(a,)} is a basis of H^iW). li M^ is a représentative matrix of tj with respect to
the basis {/(a,)}, then U0 U^ and Aq=A^ because / is a A-isomorphism and an
isometry. We recall that Me +(-l)4+1MJ= -P-Iv (mod A), so that

Ae JE+P • Iv • Më1 (mod A)

E 4- (-l)qMe PUe-Ae (mod A).
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Similarly A,, JE + (-l)qMn • P • L^ • A^ (mod A), thus we obtain the identity
Me • P - Ue - Ae A^ - P - U^ - A^ (mod A). Now, Ae is invertible in the sensé of
modulo A. And so is P • Ue because the T-intersection form of V is non-singular.
Therefore we hâve that M0=MLn. This implies that /:Hq(V)-> HQ(W) is an
isometry, completing the proof.

Remark 5. In the argument above, simplicity, oddness and finiteness of knots
are not essential, but minimality of V is.

In the following, we shall constract the isotopy between Seifert manifolds V
and W, by virtue of the dimensional condition q>4. Indeed, if q>4 almost ail
our arguments are in the metastable range and in that range homotopy implies
isotopy by Haefliger's theorem [H].

3.2. Now we assume that q is odd. Then the t-intersection form of V is

symmetric and hence diagonal because Hq(V) has no 2-torsion. Namely there is a
basis {a,} of Hq(V) such that I(at, aJ) ôlJcl/pl, where cx is an integer co-prime to
pl9 and 8tJ is Kronecker's delta. A décomposition of V can be obtained as follows.
Let AJ=Sqx Dq+1 \Jfih where h is a (q + l)-handle and ft is the attaching map of
h, i.e., fJ:dDq+1xDq->d(SqxDq+ï). The homotopy group 7rq(Sq xd£>q+1) is a

free abelian group generated by two éléments x Sq x{pt} and y {pf}xdDq+1.
And the homotopy class of /j | dDQ+1 x{0} is p,x +q,y, where q, c, (mod p,). The
manifold A] is fundamental for V. In fact, it follows from the high connectivity
and the parallelizability of V that it is difïeomorphic to the boundary connected
sum t|jk=1 Aj (see [W]). The Seifert manifold W also admits a similar décomposition.

More precisely, there is a basis {af} of Hq(W) such that 0(0,(8)0,)
T)(af (8)0,0 because 0 is isometric to r\. Then W has a décomposition fcf=1 AJ
associated to the basis {af}.

We next show how to isotopically deform A, onto AJ in s2<l+2. For this reason,
a number of preliminaries are necessary.

A q-annulus will be a smooth oriented submanifold R of S2a+2, where R is

difïeomorphic to S^xD***1. A q-annulus has a trivial dise bundle structure on
SQ SCI x{0}. Let v be the positive unit normal field to R on Sq. Then by the
tubular neighborhood theorem, JR can be considered as the orthogonal complément

of v in a normal dise bundle neighborhood of Sq in S2q+2. Let Rx

SqxDq+1, i 0,1, be q-annuli. JR0 and Rt are isotopic if there is an ambient
isotopy Xt of Ro to JR^ such that Xo= id> Xi(So)= Sq and Xi is a bundle map.
However, by the unknotting theorem, the tubular neighborhood theorem and the
fact 7rq(Sq+1) 0, ail the q-annuli are isotopic if q > 1. The condition q odd is not
necessary for this. Next, we consider a q-annulus with a non-zero section (JR, s),
where s is a section of the associated sphère bundle dR. We shall say that (Ro, s0)
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is isotopic to (jRl5 s^) if there is an isotopy Xt of Ro to Rt such that Xi ° so

$1°Xi\So- Isotopy~is an équivalence relation on Q, the set of q-annuli with a

non-zero section. Clearly it is a necessary condition for CRl? st), i=0,1, to be

isotopic that the characteristic class of the normal bundle of s0 in dR0 coincides
with that of s^ If q is odd, ^ 1, 3, 7, the image of d: 7rq(Sq) -> irq_1(SOq) is Z2. So

that fl/~ has at least two classes in this case. In fact:

LEMMA 2. There is a bijective map <j> : fil > {0,1} if q is odd and q > 1.

Proof. First of ail, <f> will be defined as follows. We set S2q+2

{(xo, xu...9 x2q+2) g «2q+3 | xl + x2 + • • • + x22q+2 1}, the equator S2q+1

{x€S2q+2 1x^+2 0} and Sq ={xeS2q+2 | xq+1 xq+2 - • • x2q+2 0}. £ is the
normal unit dise bundle of SQ in S2q+1. For any q-annulus R\ there is an isotopy
Xt of jR' to jR. Then <f>((R\ s)) is the modulo two réduction of the linking number
between Sq and Xi° s ° xT\SQ) in S2q+1.

We must prove two points: that <f> is well-defined and that it is bijective.
Suppose that there is an isotopy /, of (R0,sQ) to (K^s^. Without loss of
generality, we may assume that (Ro, s0) (R, s) where s is a suitable section of R.
Let & be the isotopy of Rt to R with which we define the number <M(jRi, Si)).

Combining thèse,

*-{¦f2t for 0<r<l/2
i for

is an isotopy of the q-annulus JR to itself. Now, the following diagram will be
studied.

irq(SOQ+1) -^ tt^SO^) —> 0

The framing of R difïers from that of Xi(R) by an élément of 7rq(SOq+1). But it is

null homotopic in SOq+2. In other words, it is an élément of Ker i*. If q is odd, a

generator of Ker i% is mapped to 2 by p*, so that the différence between the
linking number of s(Sq) and g!° st° g71(Sq) with Sq in S2q+1 is even. Thus <f> is

well-defined.
Conversely, we shall suppose that 4>((i?0, so)) <^((i?1, Si)). Then by using a

generator of Ker i**, the isotopy between them can be easily constructed. There-
fore 4> is bijective. This complètes the proof.
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Now, we shall define two isotopies which play a key rôle to deform a

(q + l)-handle h to h'. Let a q-annulus JR be as in Lemma 2 and N be the normal
dise bundle of Sq in S2q+2. Then we take a trivialization T:N^>SQ xDq+2 such

that p ° TCR) Dq+1 where p dénotes the projection onto the second factor.
Hère Dq+2 {(Vl, y2,..., yq+2)6Kq+2|y2 + y| + -•- + y2+2<l} and Dq+1

{y e Dq+2 | yq+2 0}- As was seen before, a q-annulus R is the orthogonal complément

of a positive unit normal field v to jR on Sq in N. When we regard v as a

map of Sq to dDq+2 by composing T and p, it is a constant map to the base point
* (0,0,..., 0,1) of dDq+2. A homotopical déformation of v as a section induces

an ambient isotopy of R. Let Ft :Sq x I^>dDq+2, i 0,1, be homotopical
déformations of v which satisfy two properties.

(1) F,(x,0) Ff(x, 1) F,(b, t) * for each xGSq,r£[0,1] and i 0,1, where
b is the base point of Sq.

This property implies that Ft can be considered as a map of Sq+1 to dDq+2.

(2) Fo is a degree one map of Sq+1. Im Fx is included in Sq {y e Dq+2 | yx 0}
and Ft represents the non-trivial élément of 7rq+1(Sq)^Z2, (q>3).

Let Jx be the isotopy of .R induced by Fr In case q is odd, /0 is just the one which
is induced by a generator of Ker i*.

Corning back to our previous program, we shall isotopically deform Ax onto
Ai, provided q>5. Using q-annuli, A1 R1Uflh1 and Ai R[Ufl, h[. There
always exists an isotopy from Rx to R[. Then the attaching sphère of ht
represents a homotopy class Pi^ + qjy eir^dR-i). By hypothesis, the attaching
sphère of h\ represents pix + qiy, where Pi pi and qi^q[ (modpx). Since the
normal bundle of f^dD**1 x{0}) is trivial, d(Int {pxx, qxy)) 0. Hère, the intersection

number is regarded as an élément of /nrq(Sq) and d is the boundary map:
^q(Sq)-> TTq-iCSO,,). If q is odd and ^7, then the image of d is Z2, so that qx is

even because px is odd. Therefore qx q\ (mod2p!). If q=7, this is true by a

gênerai argument: namely Lemma 2 shows that the modulo two réduction of qx is

the primary obstruction to thickening the core of hx in s2q+2. Now, qx^q\
(mod 2px) implies that there is an integer n such that q1 + 2np1 q\. By Lemma 2,
there is an isotopy (J0)n from (Rux) to (Rl9 x+2ny). Thus it changes the

homotopy class of /1(aDq+1x{0}) to p1(x+2ny) + q1y =pix + q'1y. After ail, we

can isotopically deform R± onto R[ so that the attaching sphère of hx coïncides

with that of h[.
Next, we set the manifold M as being S2q+2-interior N. Then there is a

homotopy exact séquence:

where Sq is the attaching sphère of hx. M has the same homotopy type as Sq+1, so
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that 7rq+1(M, Sq) is free abelian of rank two. And the core Cx(Ci) of Jii(hi)
represents an élément c{c') of irq+1(M, Sq). Rounding the edge, QUCi is

considered as an immersed (q + l)-sphere with some orientation in interior M.
Then the self-intersection number of it is identified with pt- (c — c')e 7rQ+1(M) ~ Z
as an integer. On the other hand, the normal bundle of C± U C\ is trivial because

Cx and C[ are the core of (q + l)-handles. Therefore the self-intersection number
of it must be zéro. Thus c is in fact the same élément as c\ This shows that Cx is

isotopically deformed onto C[.
Let /ul(/ul') be a positive unit normal field to hi(hi) on C^Ci)- The (q + 1)-

handle ht is the orthogonal complément of jut in a normal dise bundle of Ct in
S2^2. Since /ut /x' along dCu jll differs from jut' by an élément of 7rq+1(Sq)«Z2.
If jm —/m' 0, there is a homotopy of /ut to /u/ relative to dC1? so that hx is

isotopically deformed to h[. If not so, we deform Rx with an isotopy Jt. It does

not change the homotopy class of dCu but changes the homotopy class of jll into
the other élément if pt is odd. And then, for the new field /ut, jll — /ul' O. Thus
we obtain the required isotopy from Ax to Ai.

Remark 6. While constructing the above isotopy, we only used the information

that Iv(a1,a1) Iw(a'ua'l). But in fact, the identity 2 • B(ax ® ax)
Iv(ai,ai) follows from Gutiérrez's formula, and this implies that the diagonal
entry of the r-Seifert form is completely determined by its self r-intersection
number, if px is odd.

Next we shall construct the déformation of A2 onto A2 in S2q+2 —Ax. The

space S2q+2 — At has the same homotopy type as A1? so that irq(S2q+2 —Ai)«ZPi.
The core of the q-annulus ^2(^2) of A2(A'Z) represents an élément r(r') of
TrJS^^-Ai) and r-r' can be identified with e{ax®a2)-Tj(ai(8)a2) 0.

Therefore there is an isotopy from JR2 to JR2 by which the attaching sphère of h2

coïncides with that of h2. Put M S2q+2-interior A1\/N, where N is the normal
dise bundle of R2 and v dénotes the one point union. Then there is an exact

séquence:

0 -? 7Tq+1(M) -> 7Tq +1(M, Sq) "^ 7Tq(Sq) -> 0

where Sq is the attaching sphère of h2. I hâve 7rq+1(A1) 0, because A±=*
Sq UPlDq+1 and pt is odd (the left distributivity law applies). So irq+1(M)«Z and
7rq+1(M, Sq);=sZ©Z. Using the same argument as before we can isotopically
deform h2 onto h2 and so that A2 onto A2 in S2q+2-A1.

Proceeding inductively, we finally obtain the required isotopy of V to W. This
complètes the proof of Theorem 1 in case q is odd.

3.3 Hère, we shall give a proof of Theorem 1 when q is even. If so, the
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r -intersection form of V is skew-symmetric and JF^C V) has a basis {aJ2£i such that
the order p2i-i==P2i and for i<j9

h)

l/pl if i 2n -1 and ; 2n

otherwise.

A décomposition of V can be obtained as follows. Let a fundamental manifold B,
be Sq xDq+1t|Sq xDq+1Uf2]_1hUf2jh, where h is a (q + l)-handle and /2j__i (f2j) is

an attaching map. Now, 7rq(a(Sq xDq+1t]Sq xDq+1)) is generated by the natural
four éléments xl9 yl9 x2 and y2 of the first and the second factors. Choose the
attaching sphère of h2j-i (resp. h2j) to represent the élément P2j-i*i + y2

(resp. p2jx2-y1) of irq(d(Sq xDq+1t|Sq xDq+1)). Then V is diffeomorphic to the
boundary connected sum bfc=1 B, (see [W]).

To prove Theorem 1, we shall consider the fundamental manifold B, from an
alternative viewpoint. As a submanifold of S2q+2, SQ xDq+1t]Sq xDq+1 is just a

q-annulus R, with a q-handle Hr Moreover, we may assume that the image of
/2j_! is on dRj and the attaching sphère of H, is on the complément dJR, — Im f2j-i-
After ail, B, =R, UH, U^^haj-iU^ha, as a submanifold of S2q+2. The manifold
W also admits a similar décomposition tf^ BJ associated to an isometric basis

{«f}fii.
We next show how to deform Bx onto B[. As was seen in 3.2, there always

exists an isotopy from Rx to JRi. The attaching sphère of hx (resp. h[) represents a

homotopy class PiX + <hy (resp. pix + qiy) of ^(ARx), where x Sqx{pr} and

y ={pt}xôDq+1. If q is even, the boundary homomorphism a:7rq(Sq)-^
TTq.^SOq) is injective. Since the normal bundle of the attaching sphère of hi(hi)
is trivial, a(Int(pxX, qiy)) 0 (resp. ô(Int(pix, qiy)) O). This implies q1 q/1=O.
Therefore, under this isotopy the image of fx coincides with that of f\.

Let N be a normal dise bundle of Rx in S2*1*2, and put M S2q+2-interior N.
Then there is a split exact séquence:

where Sq is the attaching sphère of foi(M). Let u, v be a basis of 7rq+1(M, Sq),

corresponding to the above splitting. The core Cx(Ci) of hi(hi) represents an
élément u4-q1u(w + qiu) of 7rq+1(M, Sq), where qi^Pi • 0(ai<8> ai) (modpx)
(q^ p^. Tï(ai<8)ai) (modpi))- This shows that there is an integer n such that

<li <h + wpx. Then we deform .Ri by (Jo)n> so that it changes the homotopy class

of Cx into u + (q1 + np1)v u+q'1v. Thus we obtain an isotopy of jRxUCx to
R[ U Ci. The rest of the procédure to deform Rx U hx onto Ri U h[ is the same as

in 3.2.
The attaching sphère of Hi is on dR1-lmf1 and represents an élément of
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^Z^. It differs from that of H[ by Iv(a1,a2)-Iw(a'1,a'2) O.

So that we may assume that thèse coincide. Using the previous décomposition of
B^B;), the core C^Ci) of H^H'J is naturally extended to a q-sphere S(S'). Let
S+(S'+) be the translate in the positive normal direction off V(W) of S(Sr). It
represents an élément of TT^S^^-^UhJ — Z^, and the différence between
those is identified with 0(a! ® a2)-'r)(a'1 <8> a2) 0. Therefore S+ is isotopic to S'+

in S2q+2-JR1Uh1, and moreover Ct is isotopic to C\ keeping dCt fixed. After-
ward, using the same procédure as the one we hâve used in deforming A2 onto
A2, we obtain an isotopy of Bx to B[.

The rest of the proof is done inductively as in the case q odd. Thus we finally
obtain the required isotopy of V to W. This complètes the proof of Theorem 1.

§4. Addendum

Hère, we shall expose without proof some geometrical properties of some
fibered knots. By [B&L], a necessary and sufficient condition for a simple
2q-knot K to be fibered is that 7rq(X) is finitely generated, where X is the
complément of K. Throughout this section, a knot K is always fibered. Définitions
can be found in our previous article [Ko]. Then our resuit is

THEOREM 2. Let K be an odd simple fibered 2q-knot, and q>4. Then the

isotopy class of K is completely determined by the first, the second and the r-Seifert
forms.

The crux of the proof is how to choose a basis of Hq( V), where V is a minimal
Seifert manifold of K. Namely, setting {aj as being a basis of rHq(V), we can
choose a basis {ft} of the torsion free part of Hq(V) such that they are
null-homologous in the complément of the chains {£} in s2q+2 where d& =px • at.
The reason why we can do this is the non-singularity of the r-Seifert form of V.

Choosing a nice décomposition of V with respect to the basis {a,, (3,} of Hq(V), we
shall use the same procédure as in the proof of Theorem 1 and [Ko]. This supplies
the proof of Theorem 2. Now, the following corollaries are immediately obtaina-
ble from Theorem 2.

COROLLARY 1. 1/ a 2q-knot K is as above, then there is a unique splitting
K KF # KT such that 7rq(XF) is torsion free and 7rq(XT) is finite, where # dénotes

the knot connected sum and XF(XT) is the complément of a simple knot KF(KT).

COROLLARY 2. Let K be as above and p^p'iX-^S1 be fibrations of it. Then
there exists a diffeomorphism f of S2***2 such that p' p ° f\X.
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